Academic Awards

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
10A Justin Collins
10B Blair Southcott
10C Thomas O’Brien
10D Robbie Collins

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
10A Justin Collins
10B Mitchell Delle Coste
10C Youle Beatty
10D Robbie Collins

SHIRE OF KALAMUNDA GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD
Thomas O’Brien

YEAR 11
CAREERS & ENTERPRISE
Workplace Learning
Jedd Parkinson

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Dzeitum
Mathew Crosbie
Engineering Studies
Reece Tucknott

MATERIALS DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Metals
Scott Cocking
Wood
Max Roderick-Smith

ENGLISH & LANGUAGES
English - Stage 2
Aden Jamieson
English - Stage 1
Liam Allomes
Literature
Jack Shelley

MATHMATICS
Maths - Stage 1
Dermot Forsyth
Maths - 2A/2B
Callum Carrie
Maths - 2C/2D
Caleb Rogers
Maths - Stage 3
Jack Shelley
Maths Specialist
Jack Shelley

RECOGNITION FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
11A Declan Ryan
11B Zachariah Hayes
11C Tom Lees
11D Robert Barker
11E Matthew Vinci

EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY CITIZENSHIP AWARD
Patrick Wallis

THE AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS AWARD FOR INTEGRITY AND SERVICE
Damien Gallagher

ANGELINA HART AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE TO THE MAZENOD COMMUNITY
Callum Thatcher

YEAR 12
CAREERS & ENTERPRISE
Careers & Enterprise
Oliver Keenan
Workplace Learning
Brenton Wright

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Design
Timothy Miller
Engineering Studio - Stage 3
Sean Lee

MATERIALS DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Metals
Brenton Wright
Wood (J.R. Hiatt Memorial Prize)
Zac Eyles

ENGLISH & LANGUAGES
English - Stage 3 (The Frances Molloy Award)
Ryan Chin
English - Stage 1
Benjamin Whitshed

MATHMATICS
Maths - Stage 1
Kurtis Brennan
Maths - Stage 2
Liam Staltari
Maths - SA/3B
Dean Munns
Maths - 3C/3D
Craig Broglie
Maths Specialist
Maxwell Wilson

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Applied Information
Technology - Stage 1
Chad Wyatt
Applied Information
Technology - Stage 3
Deven Child
Computer Science
Deven Child

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
Drama
Ryan Hunt
Music
Lewin Riddell
Visual Art - Stage 1
Zac Eyles
Visual Art - Stage 3 (J.R. Hiatt Memorial Prize)
Travis Dragon

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education Studies - Stage 1
Benjamin Whitshed
Physical Education Studies - Stage 2
Brenton Wright

RECOGNITION FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Kieran Dragon
Daniel Franklin
Adam Miolini
Roland Sabbadini
Kade Tucker
Jack Yeoman
David McGrath

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
12A Hamish Arnold
12B Joshua Bremtnall
12C Roland Sabbadini
12D Blake Skinner
12E Aidan Johnson

MAZENOD MEDAL:
HIGHEST TERTIARY ENTRANCE SCORE 2011
Jared Heath

SCHOOL CURRICULUM & STANDARDS AUTHORITY
CERTIFICATE OF COMMISSIONMENT:
Aaron Capelli
Liam Staltari
Brenton Wright
Zac Eyles
Benjamin Whitsed
Craig Broglie
Andrew Giglia
Maxwell Wilson
Adam Squire

HON JOHN DAY, MLA,
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP AWARD
Daniel Franklin

PARENTS AND FRIENDS
AWARD FOR POSITIVE LEADERSHIP
Callum McQuie

OLD BOY’S AWARD FOR COLLEGE COMMITMENT
Ryan Hunt

JOZEF CEBULA AWARD FOR
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP IN THE BOARDING COMMUNITY
Dean Munns

GREG SYMONS AWARD FOR
ALL ROUND ACHIEVEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION TO COLLEGE LIFE
Liam Staltari

Borgia Prize for Excellence in Study, Sport and/or Performing Arts
Craig Broglie

RECTOR’S AWARD FOR
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
Benjamin Whitsed

THE WESTSCHEME MEDAL
FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Brenton Wright

DUX OF THE COLLEGE
Liam Staltari

* Top Student In Subject